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 Release date: January 2007 MSRP: $29.99 3 Need for Speed: High Stakes Need for Speed: High Stakes delivers high-octane
action in an epic new story. Featuring some of the most outrageous, exciting cars on the road, the game takes you on an

adrenaline-fueled ride to the ultimate high-stakes finish.Publisher: Electronic ArtsRelease date: March 20, 2007 MSRP: $59.99
5 Big Fish Games Big Fish Games brings the role-playing genre to a whole new world with an immersive world filled with giant
monsters, an interconnected cast of characters and a narrative fueled by social interaction. Players will have the opportunity to

create their own storylines, interact with the larger community, trade items, challenge other players, and participate in the
evolution of the world in Big Fish Games' online community.Publisher: Big Fish GamesRelease date: June 6, 2007 MSRP:

$24.99 Bioware Bioware has begun development on a brand new action role-playing game, codenamed Torch. Torch will be a
true RPG, combining action and role-playing game elements, all centered around a complex and unique narrative.Publisher:

Electronic ArtsRelease date: August 27, 2007 2 Dark Age of Camelot Camelot Unchained is an action roleplaying game based
on the award-winning, original dark fantasy world of Dark Age of Camelot.Publisher: Artix EntertainmentRelease date:

November 21, 2007 4 Darkstalkers The dark realm of Farrakahn is overrun by an army of mutants and ghouls, terrorizing an
already war-torn world. Now, four demonic creatures — among them the fearsome Morrigan, Blade, Dracula and Baal — have
risen to destroy the realm. You are Dracula, the most powerful of the four fighters, and only you can stop the wave of terror that

is destroying your home.Publisher: CapcomRelease date: April 19, 2007 MSRP: $49.99 Dragon Age The epic fantasy role-
playing game Dragon Age, originally released in February 2007, continues its story in Dragon Age II. In a world on the brink of

civil war, betrayed Dragonborn hero Alistair has been driven from his home and travels 82157476af
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